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piccerellaGetty Pictures You got your wrist slapped in class if you do not adhere to the strict teachings of the English language. These days, even the biggest grammar snobs (yes, you!) risk slipping up in ol' gone mailboxes. Hopefully your crime is small (end a sentence with a realm) versus the main (versus you!). 1 of their 37 versus they
are committing this cardinal sin and you can never be forgiven (we kid, we kid). Theirs is owned. It shows the location. They are the contraction they are having. 2 of your 37 vs. You when you get a text that confuses you're for yours, it takes a venti amount of will not toss your phone across the room, right? Sing it from the top of your kid's
swing set so the whole neighborhood can hear: You're is the contraction of you are. 3 of 37 Misusing Commas Eat Mom versus Eat, Mom means two very different things. (In the previous case, Mom was for dinner. The odds are that there are better things in the panty hold.) 4 of its 37 vs. It's Easy trick: If you've said it's in sentence, does
the sentence still make sense? If the answer is yes, stick with It's. If the answer is no (as in, the Wallet has been returned to its owner.), then ditch the apostrophe. 5 of 37 Em dash vs En dash There is a feather of a difference between an em dash and an en dash. A em dash (—) is a longer dash of two dashes, and it replaces commas,
parentheses, or colons. The en (-) dash is used to represent a series of numbers (10-15), dates or times. 6 out of 37 Mrs. vs. Ms. Compared to Miss This small slip-up can cause great trouble when writing your Christmas cards. She. is to acknowledge a married woman and miss mention of an unm married woman. Ms. can be used
instead for both unmarried and married women. When in doubt, using Ms. 7 of 37 I vs. Myself Me, myself and I cannot interchange – although they may refer to the same person. The bottom line is, I'm the person whose words are being made to, myself often used in combination with me, and I'm the one who performs the actions of the
phrase. 8/37 Except for Acceptance = Acceptance. Except = exclusion. Think of it this way: The restaurant accepts all credit cards except American Express. 9 out of 37 career titles capitalization Someone's professional title is capitalized when it comes to before or immediately after their name (President of the United States, Barack
Obama / Barack Obama, President of the United States). Don't take advantage of the title if it comes after the name, as in: Barack Obama was first elected president of the United States in 2008. 10 of 37 May have compared to the can of Could've sounded a whole lot as possible when speaking out loud. However, there may have been a
contraction of possible and refers to something that may but has not actually occurred in past. (I could be a rock star.) The only time you use may be if yours is followed by another expression starting of (She can, of course, go with us!) 11 of 37 Effects versus Effects = a phrase and means to influence. Effect = a nod and means result. 12
out of 37 Ellipses Ellipses are widely abused in regular messaging conversations, but gradation should only be used when jumping from one topic to another. 13 out of 37 People That Vs. Who Uses the same trick that you used for its compared to it. If you said who was in the sentence, would this sentence still make sense? If the answer
is yes, go with it. If the answer is no (Who's Austria?), spell it that way. 14 out of 37 Who vs. Who Tries to replace anyone with him or her and who equals him or her – it's a quick tip to check again if you're using the right words. 15 of 37 Ending a sentence with a Grammar adage snobs are softies with this rule today; however, it is best to
steer clear when writing an official letter. 16 of 37 Starting a sentence with a combination Most writers have lit up doing this conversationally, but if sentences starting with intermingling are sprinkled all over your debut novel, your New York Times book viewer may have something to say about it. 17 of 37 Then vs. Coal Then = time. (Let's
go to the grocery store first, then the bank.) Coal = a comparison. (I'm a lot smarter than Bob.) 18 out of 37 Misusing a Colon A colon used to introduce a list after a full sentence (We covered a lot this week: plus, subtract and core.) or to join two sentences where the following expanded on the former. (Life is like a box of chocolates: You
never know what you're going to get.) It's also used to show time, trophies, that sorta. 19 out of 37 ao daim word errors Just make sure your singly exn word (her and her) replace the singly nod (Todd and Sara) and the lotn word (they) replace the numbered nod (Todd and Sara and Sam). 20 of 37 While compared to Though = a period of
time. Although (or though) = another way to say however. 21/37 Speaking in a passive voice Passive voice combines beige forms such as was, were and is. Grammar snobs often try to avoid it because they think it undermines their writing. (Bee bites baby keeper sounds more to the point than baby keeper has been bitten by bees.)
Regardless, you'll hear it used regularly today. 22 of 37 A while compared to Awhile It may take some time for this grammar rule to stick. Both words refer to a period of time, but a time means a segment of time and one at a time means a short period of time. 23 of the 37 Parallel Structured Sentences must be parallel to make sense.
Consider this one: my grandmother loved cooking, for baking and sewing. May stands out because it's not parallel, but if you make it to sew like everyone else, it fits right 24 of 37 I.E. vs. I.G. Here's a quick refresher: i.e. means and examples. stands for example given. Don't forget the stages! 25 of 37 Me vs. I I is the theme word (I'm
cooking Thanksgiving this year). I'm the subject word (She asked me to cook Thanksgiving dinner this year). It gets confusing when you combine the two, so just put out the others in your head, and it should be clearer: Sara and I cook Thanksgiving dinner together. 26 of 37 To Compare Too To = a realm. (We're going to the circus.) Too =
an i.a.m. meaning apart, so Michelle will join us at the circus too. 27 of 37 Data Thinking is the majority As opposed to popular beliefs, data is singly. Both uses are pretty standard, so you won't get dinged either way, but if you want to be all official about it, try using results or information if you're talking in large quantities. 28 of 37 Less than
less = dosing objects (puppies!). Little = object without dosing (love!). 29 of 37 None of these Patterns rule is really a myth, but let's dispel it: If you're talking about a singling topic (No contaminated food), it's none in a singly sense. None of the boys were late for a picnic as well. According to the Oxford Dictionary, No one is a descendant
of ancient English nān which means 'not one' and has been used for about a thousand years with both a handful and a numbered word. 30 of 37 Dangling Modifiers A dangling amendment occurs when you use a word or phrase to describe something that is not specific... and sentences just ... End. Example: After dinner, the dishwasher is
turned on. (About what?!) Easy fix: I finished dinner, and then I turned on the dishwasher. Despite what you may have seen in the film, you don't really need to worry about the dead living, that is unless you are trying to write well. According to Geoffrey Pullum, a professor of linguistics and co-author of Cambridge Grammar of the English
Language, our world is full of zombie rules. Despite being dead, they shamble mindlessly on, he warns. Worrying about outdated grammar rules is a waste of time and energy, and in the worst case makes your writing stuffy, too complicated, and inefficient. What are they? The Guardian's Style Guide author David Marsh compiles the final
list, but here are the basics for you to emphasize less and write better. Actually, unless you're composing that memo in Latin, it's perfectly nice to insert a mid-to-coming word and the phrase if that sounds right to your ear The nod word should go where they sound most natural, usually immediately after: to boldly go, to make sure the
individual , emphasis marsh.Blame 17th century poet John Dryden for this one. He was wrong then and he's wrong now (again unless you're writing in Latin). Who will you talk to? sounds crazy because, in English, it is. Just write, Who will you talk to? Language snobs got themselves in a ruffle when Mick Jagger sang, I couldn't have
satisfaction, but Marsh's side are solid with the Rolling Stones front man. More negative emphasis, he writes. Literature and music a lot with with They are not standard English, he allows, but no native English speakers are likely to misunderstand. A combination is a word involved as and but. Your English teacher may have told you it was
wrong to start a sentence with one. Marsh, the Beatles, and William Blake all pleaded to disagree. Is 'trying' preferable to 'try and' as many of us have learned? 'Trying' has traditionally been considered more 'correct' and 'tried and' as a colloquialism or worse, admits Marsh, but while 'trying' is definitely more formal, 'try and' is absolutely
fine too. Sometimes there's a good case to try and - for example, if you want to avoid repeating words in a sentence like: 'We're really going to try and win this,' he added. Just because so many so-called rules deserve a stake in the heart, doesn't mean you should take things too far and start playing completely quickly and loosely with
language, however. There are just as many grammar rules that get so little attention as people that get too much. In his full article, Marsh also lists five rules most of us should actually worry about more, like the distinction between 'who' and 'who', and 'which' and 'which'. Or check out this Australian professor's writing summary of his
personal eight hatreds of common grammar errors. Error.
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